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Bobby L

on
01/05/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This a great gun. I love shooting it. Little too large for concealed carry but fine for home protection. 











Ryan S

on
06/15/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Purchased here about 12 years ago, this like all CZ75 designs are top shelf handguns and highly recommended. 











John C

on
03/22/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun. My favorite gun. Very dependable and accurate. Just bought a CZ SP-01 Tactical to have customized. 











Gary L

on
08/17/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great Firearm. I've shot several thousand rounds through this firearm and no issues whatsoever. It works reliably. Accuracy is excellent. 











John D

on
04/14/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received this fine firearm quickly. Wife and I went to range to try her out. This was the very first pistol for both of us. My wife had never fired a firearm in her life. I have always used rifles. Well, we put 150 rounds through it at 25 yards using a variety of ammo from 124 to 147 gr, ball and JHP in 5-shot groups. Not a single FTE. We loved it. Both of us felt the trigger felt smoother after a 100 rounds. Cleaning was light and easy. Loved the feel and performance. My bedside confidence. Very easy to see why this is one of the finest 9mm produced. Thanks! 











Robert W

on
03/31/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent handgun. For those who know the CZ line, I need not say more. For others, I recommend the full metal weight of these handguns. My accuracy at 25 meters (82 feet) is dead on. The limited recoil of the 9mm in this weight makes continuous, accurate fire a breeze. PERFECT!!! Thank you, Bud's Gun Shop! Buyers should know that they will receive exactly what they order, I couldn't be happier! 











Norman G

on
03/04/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Everything went smooth and quickly . It was described to have night sights . These are the kind you charge with a flashlight. I've left it in the window all day and hardly saw any glowing . Other than that , i'm thrilled 











Scott R

on
01/20/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have put over 3000 rounds through the CZ,runs great,and is very accurate. 











Mark A

on
12/07/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










this is an excellent pistol the ergos are second to none,it just falls right into your hand perfectly its been 100% reliable after over 1000 rounds downrange lightweight and more accurate than i am i would give it 5 stars but the factory trigger holds it back...i have since taken care of that with a kit from "cajun gun works" now its a 5 star firearm highly recommended! 











Brian S

on
06/10/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awsome job by both Buds and CZ. Firearm was ordered and was at my ffl dealer within 10 days saved a decent penny so it was worth the wait. But the CZ Sp01 Phantom and I are now inseparable. Little to no muzzle flip, Recoil whats's that, 18 very accurate rounds over 500 rounds through it not one jam, and the trigger did need to get broken in but is now smoothing out with every round fired what else can i say but thanks to Buds and Thanks to CZ. 











Eric V

on
04/18/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received my Phantom from Buds and was impressed with the pistol. Took it to the range with my shooting group and they were all impressed by the balance and the accuracy. This is the first pistol I have purchased, and after much research both online and at various gun shops I am glad I chose this pistol. I look forward to each session at the range. 350 rounds the first session between the 4 of us, no misfires, no stove pipes, no issues. Worked like a charm. Fast shipping to my local range, very smooth transaction. Thanks Buds!! 











Steve C

on
03/12/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I am extremely happy with my purchase of the CZ Phantom. The reason I give if four stars is because I don't like the flimsy clips, gritty trigger, and placement of the slide lock release. 











Tony M

on
03/06/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










CZ are the best pistols out there! This is the second one I've bought at buds. A simple masterpiece is the only way to discribe the phantom. Accuracy is great, fit and finish is perfect, and 18 rounds what else can I say! buy one!!!! 











Alejandro E

on
09/16/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fantastic pistol, never had any issues. Bud's as always was great. Thanks guys. 











Travis B

on
06/29/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










i finally got to the range to shoot the phantom i ordered and all i can say is wow. i am extremely impressed with the accuracy of this handgun. it is a dream to shoot and the low recoil makes double taps very easy. yes the double action trigger is pretty rough but im very pleased with the single action trigger in mine. if you are on the fence about buying one of these BUY IT. you will not regret it at all!! 











Travis B

on
06/27/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I just picked my phantom up from my ffl dealer and i am extremely pleased with the pistol. that being said, i think ups may have handeled the package pretty roughly because the hard case was in 2 pieces when i took it out of the cardboard. it busted at the hinge on the hard case, and there were 2 very large pieces of plastic broken off from the corners too. luckily the pistol and accessories were all fine. i didnt buy this gun for the case so im not too upset but it is a little irritating to have to carry the gun and everything out in a bag to keep from losing everything. But i am very pleased with my transaction with bud's, everything was fast and smooth and their customer service people are very helpful and nice to deal with. will post another review after i get to shoot it. on a side note, holy cow do they cover these in grease from the factory, there was enough grease on the gun to lube a semi truck. But then again you can be rest assured there wont be any rust on it whatsoever hahaha. Bud's get's 5 stars from be but ups gets about 2 stars because of the hard case being destroyed 











Nicholas B

on
05/19/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great transaction from Bud's, weapon came quick! I like the mag capacity, advertised 18 rounds but can hold 19 easily. The night sights are decent. I don't plan on ccw so the large size is not bothersome, actually is beneficial to shooting comfort. Groups nicely, one ragged hole at 10 yards. Trigger has improved after 500 rounds of wwb. Overall I am impressed with this pistol especially at its price point. 











Phillip W

on
03/26/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Picked up CZ today, comes with two mags, two back straps, lock, tool. Feel great in the hand, one of the best grips that I have seen to date. Gun is not as large as I thought it was going to be which was a nice surprise. Tight fit, solid craftsmanship. Will post range report when I have the chance to shoot this weapon. Buds was great as usual. 











Jonathan B

on
02/28/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First gun ordered from Bud's. Excellent all the way!! Was upset I missed the $451.00 deal, but still a great price at $521. I picked up the pistol from my FFL dealer, and he said everyone was oohing and ahing over it. He was kinda hoping I wasn't coming. lol. I got my first chance to shoot it on Saturday. Only got to put 50 rounds through it, and those are the best 50 I've ever shot! From the moment I picked it up, I could feel the quality. When I shot it, I was amazed. I am a very proud owner of the CZ 75 SP01 Phantom. Can't wait to put 200 more through it! Buds was excellent from ordered to shipped. They let me know the status every step of the way, and I was able to forward the tracking info to my FFL....and all in a timely manner!! 











Roy T

on
02/26/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Wanted to update my review of my Phantom. Gun points and shoots well, as stated but the trigger is honestly one of the worst I have experienced and I have lots of experience with most types of handgun triggers. Talked to CZ Custom, and they said can't do much with the plastic guns in terms of trigger jobs. He said get the steel gun. Wanted to pass this along if a good trigger is important. I would propably buy the Spo1 Tactical if I had to do it over. Now I am cosidering the Shadow, which has a number of upgrades, including a improved trigger. 











Roy T

on
02/10/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I am very pleased with the gun and the purchase from buds. Had a CZ 85 once and really liked it. This is lighter,high cap, front rail and still has all the qualities CZ is known for. Great feel in the hand, pointablity, build quality, accuracy. Put a stream light on the front now it is Just what I wanted. CZ is sort of a sleeper gun maker in the U.S. I have a CZ 22 LUX rifle with a sightron rimfire scope, what a combo. If you don't have a CZ, try one. 











Jason L

on
01/29/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Quick shipping from Bud's, despite warning emails stating they were swamped. First range trip I shot blazer aluminum case 115 gr, federal HST 124gr, & UMC 115g with zero issues w/ the factory mags or Mec-gar 17 rounders. Trigger is a little heavy, but after a lot of dry firing & a little gun-butter it began to lighten up some. I'm sure Agnus at the CZ Custom shop could do a nice trigger job, but hard to justify that since I bet it would run close to half of the cost of the gun. Decocker was also a little stiff, but loosened up nicely. As others have mentioned it is very soft shooting and accurate. Fit & finish were excellent, Very nice gun for the money. 











Joseph J

on
01/27/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first gun purchase ever. I received it about a week after my order. The day I picked it up my brother, dad, and I took it out and put about 400 rounds through it flawlessly. It was the first handgun me or my brother had ever shot, and my dad has grown up firing guns. We were all very impressed with the gun. 











Cedric R

on
01/15/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










CZ SP01 PHANTOM 9mm 18RD- I'm totally infatuated by this gun! I'm a U.S. Army and have multiple tours in Afganistan, Iraq, and Bosnia. The last handgun I owned was a USP 40. I love that gun. It shot very well and it was very reliable. But it cost $700 bucks(ouch). The CZ SP01 PHANTOM 9mm 18RD from Buds is a steal at $450. I've already put Trijicon night sights and a Viridian C5L green laser/light combo on mine and it looks bad ass! 











Brad P

on
01/14/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased the CZ Phantom, fired 40 rounds threw it today without a hitch. Buds delivery was very fast- 3 days from order. The only thing that really upset me was the fact that the local firearm dealer that I had it shipped to never showed up at there shop for a week, so my firearm sat there for a week. Be sure that I will never use them again. Will be doing bus. with buds again for sure. P.S. Make sure that were every you have your firearm sent, that it is more of a repetable dealer, unless you want it to sit there & rust, or pay $25.00 to have ups to send it back to Buds, so they can send it somewere else. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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